**Get 2 The Event** is currently hiring **Event Ambassadors**

Bauer’s Transportation in San Francisco is currently seeking Event Ambassadors to help with greeting passengers on buses for the concerts taking place at Shoreline Amphitheater in Mountain View, CA starting at the end of May to September 2019.

Company Site: [www.bauersit.com](http://www.bauersit.com)

Event Ticket Purchasing Site: [www.get2theevent.com](http://www.get2theevent.com)

They have four pickups in the Bay Area (Concord, Union Square, Dublin and San Jose) to shuttle passengers to their concert, and want an individual on board each bus with the driver to greet the passengers and make sure everyone on the bus manifest is present before and after the show. This would also include attending the concerts! They are located at Pier 50, ideally the Event Ambassadors would meet at the bus yard first and ride with the driver to the stop, attend the show, ride back with the driver to the bus yard and end the shift.

This position pays $15/hour and all resumes or inquiries can be sent to info@get2theevent.com

Position Description:

**Join our team as an Event Ambassador!**

We are combing the country for individuals with a passion for entertainment, service, and hospitality. Our guests anticipate a smooth, comfortable ride to their highly memorable event, top-notch service, and an informative and attentive staff. Get 2 The Event and Event Logistics Management (ELM) is recruiting leaders to act as Ambassadors and execute our VIP Round Trip Shuttle Service to venues nationwide.

Ambassadors will be the resident representatives of their market. We are looking for passionate individuals with a background in hospitality and event work to assist our team when we come to your home market. Please note that the Ambassador position is a temporary, demand-based position. Ambassadors are contracted on a per-event basis.

**Job Requirements for Ambassadors**

When an event comes to your local market, you will be the face of Get 2 The Event. As an Ambassador, you will create an inviting atmosphere on your assigned Motor Coach for our passengers by demonstrating excellent customer service skills. It is essential to be well versed in Get 2 The Event’s procedures in order to assist in executing a flawless ride to and from the Event.

Join the G2TE team and work with likeminded people striving to Enhance the Experience. The role of Ambassador is professional and fun in a highly collaborative atmosphere.
As an Ambassador, you may be asked to fill the following positions:

- Event manager
- Hotel liaison
- Hotel check-in
- VIP check-in
- Shuttle stop manager
- Shuttle coordinator
- Concierge staff
- Runner
- Golf cart driver

Successful Ambassadors would have the following skills:

- Exceptional follow-through and attention to detail
- Articulate, highly organized, and able to anticipate needs of our passengers
- Flexible schedule with ability to work long hours, evenings and weekends
- Friendly, upbeat personality
- Able to work under pressure & multitask
- Skilled problem solver
- Team player
- Ability to communicate with our passengers in a professional and understanding manner in order to maximize customer satisfaction

PLEASE SEND RESUMES TO INFO@GET2THEEVENT.COM